OBAMA’S PRETEND WAR CLAIMS 6 MORE AMERICAN SERVICE DEATHS IN
AFGHANISTAN
December 21, 2015 - San Francisco, CA –
PipeLineNews.org – Though President Obama has
reversed course, deciding to retain a token [9,800]
troops in Afghanistan, the about face has neither
aided efforts to stand up a reasonably effective
indigenous Afghan defense force, nor has it resulted
in insulating U.S. soldiers from the effects of a full
court push by the Taliban, which is especially acute
in Helmand Province.
Just hours ago a convoy deployed out of Bagram Air Base was attacked by a motorcycle
driver carrying a VBIED resulting in the death of 6 American troops and the wounding of
at least one more. [see, Mujib Mashaal and Matthew Rosenberg, 6 American Soldiers
Killed In Taliban Attack In Afghanistan , NYT]
Afghan casualties are listed as two.
Located in Parwan Province, Bagram had been considered as one of the more secure
areas in the country.
Obama’s consolidation of troops has rather than increasing security, resulted in making
locked-down troops sitting ducks since the lack of true offensive operations allows the
resurgent Taliban to probe ever deeper into areas in which they had previously unable to
penetrate.
Helmand Province. the birthplace of the Taliban, is a strategic target, it being the center
of the area’s opium trade. The province’s capital, Lashkar Gah fell under furious assault
in October and is still encircled and under threat.
“In Helmand, the Taliban controls or contests six of the province’s 13 districts,
according to data compiled by The Long War Journal. All of the districts due north
of the provincial capital of Laskhar Gah — Sangin, Baghran, Musa Qala, Kajaki,
and Now Zad — are controlled or heavily contested by the jihadist group. The
Taliban uses these districts to assemble its forces and assault Lashkar Gah and
neighboring districts. Taliban forces are currently positioned in Marja and Babaji,
just miles from Lashkar Gah.” [source, Bill Rogio, Dozens of Afghan Troops
Surrender to Taliban in Helmand , Long War Journal]
Obama’s gambit in Afghanistan has been disastrous.
Fully 75% of U.S. casualties in the country have taken place under his watch and the onagain-off-again troop drawdown has emboldened the enemy. Perhaps of more import, it
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has sent a clear signal to the Afghan people that they have already been sold-out by a
vainglorious American CIC.
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BREAKING: FRENCH SECURITY SHUTTERS 3 MOSQUES IN TERROR
DRAGNET
Hundreds of Weapons Seized

By WILLIAM MAYER
December 16, 2015 - San Francisco, CA – PipeLineNews.org – The UK Express is
reporting that over the last two weeks French law enforcement and state security
personnel have raided over 2,000 homes, numerous commercial buildings and have in the
course of the investigation seized over 300 weapons, some of them of military
configuration.
“On Wednesday, French police shut down three mosques as part of anti-terror
operations…Security officials found jihadist documents at the mosque where
yesterday's raids took place…France has been under a state of emergency since 130
people were killed in a series of terror attacks in Paris on November 13. Since then,
some 2,235 homes and buildings have been raided, 232 people taken into custody,
and 334 weapons confiscated….[the inspector stated]…’In 15 days we have seized
one-third of the quantity of war-grade weapons that are normally seized in a year.’”
[source, Philippe Araujo, Three mosques shut down in anti-terror raids as officers
seize 330 war weapons , UK Express]
We find this news consistent with the historical Islamic view of the function of the
mosque/Masjid within Dar al-Harb, non-Islamic territory, literally “the house of war.”
This being a serious charge and one which we make with great care and precision, it
deserves a thorough presentation, as follows.
Central to understanding this matter was the seminal anti-terror prosecution which took
place [2008] during the GW Bush presidency, U.S. v Holy Land Foundation For Relief
and Development. [see, U.S. v Holy Land [PDF presentation] and US v. Holy Land
Foundation for Relief and Development, et al. Richardson, TX , Investigative Project on
Terrorism. This resource is a portal to hundreds of trial related documents]
Thousands of pages of evidentiary material were entered into the record by the
government, but for our purposes we will only concentrate on a few of these documents.
What we intend to prove is that there has been an active plan in place for decades,
established by the Muslim Brotherhood, with the intent of subverting and eventually
destroying civil government in the United States. Contrary to the prevailing myth which
attempts to de-link Islam from terrorism, jihad is a central Muslim concept, sometimes
thought of as the 6th pillar of Islam and within the theory of irregular, culture based
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warfare envisioned by the Ikhwan, the mosque/Masjid/Islamic center serves a vital
military function.
The first of these was a government filing [see, List of Unindicted Co-conspirators and/or
Joint Venturers, PipeLineNews.org] naming dozens of these terror friendly domestic
Muslim groups, including the Council on American Islamic Relations [CAIR], the
Islamic Society of North America [ISNA] and the North American Islamic Trust [NAIT,
an Islamic waqf] which holds the deed to many radical American mosques.
[Note: both CAIR and ISNA are considered valuable partners by the Obama White
House despite their odious connection to the Muslim Brotherhood/HAMAS. Please
refer to Steve Emerson and John Rossomando, A Red Carpet for Radicals at the
White House , Investigative Project on Terrorism]
In post prosecution actions following the convictions in U.S. v. Holy Land, these
organizations were specifically linked to Hamas by United States District Court
[Northern District of Texas] judge Jorge Solis, in an opinion which read in part:
"The government has produced ample evidence to establish the associations of
CAIR, ISNA, NAIT, with NAIT, the Islamic Association for Palestine, and with
Hamas," U.S. District Court Judge Jorge Solis said in the July 1, 2009, ruling."
[source, The Investigative Project, Federal Dist. Court filing ]
The second exhibit is a seminal document, seized in a 2004 terror raid in Virginia. It was
written in 1987 but not published until sometime during 1991. Until the Holy Land trial,
at best only a handful of people were even aware of its existence, it being part of 80
boxes of documents which had largely been unexamined. This manifesto was authored by
a member of the Muslim Brotherhood, Mohamed Akram. According to Discover the
Networks, it was discovered in the home, “of Ismael Elbarasse, a founder of the Dar AlHijrah mosque in Falls Church, Virginia."
The plan outlined a detailed blueprint whereby American culture could be targeted by
turning every facet of the modern democratic state against itself. This formed the basis
for the Brotherhood’s long-range game plan of subverting the West. [view Government
Exhibit GX3-85, The General Strategic Plan for the Group in North America]. For an
interesting perspective on this matter please refer to, Janet Levy, Shielding the Enemy,
Family Security Matters.
Thus a new term entered the national security vocabulary, “civilization jihad,” a “ previolent” attack directed at the foundations of the American republic.
Quoting from the Muslim Brotherhood's plan:
“The process of settlement is a “Civilization-Jihadist Process” with all the word
means. The Ikhwan must understand that their work in America is a kind of grand
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Jihad in eliminating and destroying the Western civilization from within and
“sabotaging” its miserable house by their own hand…” [p. 7]
This strategic plan wasn’t a new creation, rather it was a clarification of sorts of a similar
set of ideas put forth by the Brotherhood and adopted by the Shura Council, the
organization’s ruling judicial authority, in 1987.
At that time it was clear that the end point which they were working towards was to reestablish the caliphate [a term now in popular usage with the advent of ISIS] globally:
“Enablement of Islam in North America, meaning: establishing an effective and a
stable Islamic Movement led by the Muslim Brotherhood which adopts Muslims’
causes domestically and globally, and which works to expand the observant
Muslim base, aims at unifying and directing Muslims’ efforts, presents Islam as a
civilizational alternative, and supports the global Islamic State wherever it is.” [p.
18]
In this road map, the Brotherhood is being urged to mentally make a “fundamental shift”
in approach: to become much more aggressive moving from, “a mentality of caution and
reservation to “one of risk and controlled liberation” - from a reactive policy to one of
being pro-active, “anticipation mentality to initiative mentality” – by abandoning half
measures and moving toward “decisiveness” instead of “hesitation.”
The Ikhwan urged its directorate and allied organizations to become the leaders of a
united front, “the pioneers,” allying with other Islamist organizations, “what we reached
with the brothers in ICNA is considered a step in the right direction.” [collectively p. 3-4]
Of great importance, they stressed, was to have forward operating bases which will serve
as a places of congregation, education and action. To this vital role the Brotherhood looks
to…the mosque:
“Understanding the role and the nature of work of the Islamic Center in every city
with what achieves the goal of the process of settlement: The center we seek is the
one which constitutes the axis of our Movement, the perimeter of the circles of our
work, our balance center, the base for our rise and our Dar al-Arqam [the base of all
operations, a concept going back to time of Mohammed] to educate us, prepare us
and supply our battalions in addition to being the niche of our prayers.”
And:
“The center ought to turn into a beehive which produces sweet honey…Meaning
that the center’s role should be the same as the mosque’s role during the time of
God’s prophet…And this was done by…Imam martyr Hasan al-Bana [Egyptian
scholar and founder of the Brotherhood] when he and his brothers felt the need to
re-establish Islam and its movement anew, leading him to establish organization
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with all of their kinds: economic, social, media, scouting, professional and even
military ones.” [p. 10-11]
Note the militaristic nature of how mosques should ideally function within the
Brotherhood’s model, equating the activist Muslims to “battalions,” truly encompassing
the notion of a civilizational jihad with a more than implied reference to physical
violence. In “upping the ante,” that militancy becomes the watchword, a notion that has
grown logarithmically since 9/11.
In conclusion, we find the results of the aforementioned French anti-terror raids involving
the shuttering of 3 mosques and the production of hundreds of weapons unremarkable.
Given what we hope will now be fully understood as the historic role of the mosque
within the theory of jihad this is business as usual within the normative practice of Islam.
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CATHOLIC SHARI’A COMPLIANCE - BROTHER RICE HIGH SCHOOL
By WILLIAM MAYER
December 16, 2015 - San Francisco, CA – PipeLineNews.org – There is a good deal of
prologue required to properly frame the following piece so please bear with us as we
provide some context.
As the Muslim world has become ever more fundamentalist in nature and consequently
more violent, not even the United States - after a period seeming quiescence - is being
spared from the tendrils of a renewed and less centrally directed jihad. The motive force
behind the resurgence has been the success of ISIS [primarily in Iraq, Syria and Libya]
over the past year and its Muslim Brotherhood/Salafist/Wahhabist based ideology which
calls for the establishment of a global Islamic theocracy, an imperial caliphate.
Despite technically having been engaged in hostilities with Islamic jihadism since binLaden’s 1996 & 1998 fatwas against the “Crusaders,” the United States has failed,
through three successive administrations to come to terms with the concept of holy
warfare waged against infidels and non-rightly-guided Muslims.
Through a series of increasingly brazen attacks – bombings of American Embassies in
Africa, an amphibious assault against the U.S.S. Cole, the September 11 Twin Towers
attacks, the jihad of Major Nidal Hasan, the Boston Bombing, the UC Merced “lone”
wolf Muslim stabber and finally the San Bernardino massacre of 11/13 – the American
government edifice still refuses to admit that it is in a state of war against a force which
extends directly from the normative practice of Islam, founded in the Shari’a and its
sacralized texts, the Qur’an and Hadith.
From bin-Laden’s 1998 fatwa:
“It should not be hidden from you that the people of Islam had suffered from
aggression, iniquity and injustice imposed on them by the Zionist-Crusaders
alliance and their collaborators; to the extent that the Muslims blood became the
cheapest and their wealth as loot in the hands of the enemies.”
Despite Islam’s genocidal campaign against the Christian people, the Catholic Church,
far from speaking out against the barbarism of Muslim fanatics, instead embraces them in
an attempt to find “common ground” through the breaking of bread, largely with
America’s Muslim Brotherhood front groups such as CAIR and ISNA.
This isn’t a one-off, its official Church policy about which we have extensively written
over the years.
Unfortunately it’s not simply the media which is infected with this auto-immune disease
[i.e., the desire to sup with one’s mortal enemies]. It’s rampant in the U.S. Conference of
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Catholic Bishops [USCCB] and within high visibility Christian teaching institutions such
as the Catholic Theological Union [CTU].
This Chicago based university has, for nearly a half-century, “been educating and
preparing men and women to serve God’s people throughout the world. Founded in 1968
in the spirit and vision of the Second Vatican Council, CTU has grown to be one of the
largest Roman Catholic graduate schools of theology and ministry in the United States.”
[source, CTU]
At CTU’s Bernardin Center, “faith sharing” with Muslims is highly encouraged within a
unit called the Catholic Muslim Studies Program.
“The Catholic Muslim Studies Program sponsors study, publication, dialogue, and
cultural events in an effort to achieve these goals: To educate members of the
church—especially leaders and teachers—so that they can share a genuine
appreciation and understanding of Islam with other Christians. To educate men and
women whom the Muslim community can respect and trust as worthy dialogue
partners and true friends. To facilitate learning about Islam and Muslim peoples by
creating contexts in which Muslims can represent themselves to others.” [source,
CTU’s Bernardin Center]
This program is run by Dr. Scott Alexander who also serves on the Bernardin Center’s
Advisory Board along with “Sayyid Syeed, Secretary General, Islamic Society of North
America.”
“Sayyid M. Syeed resumed responsibilities as National Director of ISNA’s Office
of Interfaith and Community Alliances, in Washington, DC, from March 2006.”
[source, ISNA, Sayyid M. Syeed]
ISNA is an organization which has been linked to the terrorist group HAMAS, a fact
which seems lost on the estimable Dr. Alexander.
For further edification we refer the reader to an interview which Patheos conducted with
Dr. Alexander, during which he dispensed his standard line of apologetic Marxist tinged,
Islamist horse shit:
“Q. We hear a lot about jihad in mass media coverage of Islam. What exactly is
jihad?
A. The Qur’anic meaning of this term is the “struggle [to live righteously].” The
Qur’an only permits violence insofar as it qualifies as a necessary component of the
struggle for righteousness and justice. In fact, I would maintain that this is the
underlying logic for why this broad term for “struggle” (which has at its core the
struggle to fast, pray, and give alms) becomes synonymous in Islamic jurisprudence
with what the Christian tradition refers to as “just war” theory…” [source, Patheos
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interview with Dr. Scott Alexander] [source, William Mayer, Secular Christian
Jihad, PipeLineNews.org]
With this in mind and knowing that Muslims who might have overheard such twaddle
would be rolling on the floor laughing uncontrollably, we turn to the story – minimally
reported - of a nominally Catholic high school, Brother Rice, in Bloomfield, Michigan
which has seen fit to create a “sacred space” in which the school’s handful of Muslim
students can pray, apparently far removed from the disapproving eyes of the school’s
“bigoted” majority.
“Brother Rice High School in Bloomfield, Michigan has received much backlash
from parents for creating a non-Christian prayer room within the school to allow
Muslims…to pray, with some calling the decision "unconscionable" and one parent
stating that the move will "undermine" her child's paid-for religious education.
John Birney, president of the Catholic high school…defends the decision, asserting
that the school doesn't "discriminate based on race, creed, color."…In response to
parents who oppose the prayer room, Birney claims that he respects their opinion,
but the school administration would "need to talk to experts in the field before we
finalize what we choose to do." [source, Joseph Pelletier, Catholic School Offers
‘Sacred Space’ for Muslim Prayer, Parents Protest , ChurchMilitant.com]
How would this Catholic college-prep religious institution come to believe that its few
Muslim students - who are, true to form, angry, demanding and unwilling to live
peaceably with Christians who mistakenly welcomed them into their midst – have the
right to destroy its evangelical mandate?
Perhaps not so surprising to long-time observers of the Catholic “faith-sharing” odyssey,
Brother Rice HS isn’t an outlier, it seems to represent the core principle of Catholic
Social Justice theory…Christo-socialism. One of the most problematic tenets of that new
age construct holds that talking with representatives of an enemy that has sworn to kill it,
solves the problem of subjugation.
Harsh judgment?
We’ll let you decide…
Brother Rice is run by the Edmund Rice founded Congregation of Christian Brothers who
place such a high value on secular political activism that theology has been adjusted with
an eye towards the secular.
“Stand in Solidarity with Those Marginalized by Poverty and Injustice: Promote
policies and structures that reflect a climate of compassion for the poor and
disadvantaged, include education and advocacy for peace, justice, global
awareness, and care for the Earth, prepare students to work toward the creation of a
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just society.” [see, The Essential Elements of an Edmund Rice Christian Brother
Education ]
In earlier times, Earth worship would fall under paganism.
From Brother Rice HS syllabus on Theology IV – “In this course, the student’s mind is
opened to the social, political and economic injustices which exist in our global
community, with the hope of challenging him to begin an ongoing process of conscience education regarding his Christian responsibility to deal with social problems in a
positive manner. Social teachings of the Catholic Church will be stressed.”
A perfect confluence it seems.
Exploring the Edmund Rice array of websites we come to the Edmund Rice Global
Network, specifically Presence, Compassion, Liberation, Coming to Appreciate Jesus
Anew.
On this page are a series of video presentations one of which what can only be described
as a bizarre, totally heterodox interpretation of Christianity. Actually in a classical sense
the words of the speaker, an Episcopal Bishop, John Selby Spong, are heretical.
“It’s very clear to me that the traditional paradigm no longer works. The old idea of
a supernatural God who lives somewhere above the sky, who invades the world
with supernatural power to do miracles, who entered into the world through the
person of the Virgin Mary to save the world from sin and did so by dying on the
cross…Those concepts violate everything that we know about astrophysics, about
physics, about space biology about reproduction and all the laws of cause and
effect…I find that much religious activity in our day is engaged in trying to
resuscitate that religious corpse…If there is no other way to tell the Christ story,
then Christianity has no future…” [see, John Selby Spong, Recasting the Christ
Story]
Is it any wonder that the administrators of a high school in Bloomfield, Michigan
operating under the deviant theology of the Edmund Rice Christian Brothers would grant
separate worship accommodations to members of an aggressive, religiously framed
political ideology of conquest?
But there is more.
Located within a right hand navbar on the “Faith Rising From Rome” web page there are
numerous featured outbound links. One must assume that the destination websites reflect
the viewpoint of Edmund Rice Global Network organization and hence the founding
principles of the Brother Rice HS in question
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On the website’s “Gender Equality” page we are treated to a statement made by
Democrat Presidential candidate Hillary Clinton, “we need to make equal pay and equal
opportunity for women and girls a reality so women’s rights are human rights once and
for all.” Aside from an ugly display of partisanship there’s the now proven fact that
Hillary’s male campaign workers earn substantially more than do her female employees.
[see, Ali Meyer, Hillary’s State Department Paid Men $16,000 a Year More Than
Women Annually , Free Beacon]
Another of these links is far more consequential, “ 17 Global Goals 2015 – 2030.”
From the “Decent Work and Economic Growth” section of the Global Goals website we
see a list of a dozen “targets” representing, we are led to believe, Christian values,
including, “By 2020, develop and operationalize a global strategy for youth employment
and implement the Global Jobs Pact of the International Labour Organization.”
The International Labour Organization is a socialist NGO which was founded by a
“prominent French socialist,” Albert Thomas. Following on the heels of the Communist’s
Second International, it has been granted official status within the United Nations which
has incorporated dozens of its “conventions” which carry the force of international law
regarding relationships between “capital and labor.”
The ILO website is, very much like the curriculum at Brother Rice HS, heavy on “social
justice,” however it is absent the Christian Brother’s fraudulent religious doilies, it’s
straight out collectivism - The International Labour Organization and the quest for social
justice, 1919-2009
Indicative of the stature the ILO has within the socialist/Marxist labor movement is a
2009 article from the Communist Party USA’s house organ, The Guardian, CPUSA,
extolling ILO Issues Warning On Global Crisis.“
It’s become a truism in American politics that when probing the cause of seemingly
intractable social ills one should, “follow the money.” In the case of Brother Rice HS
subversively creating a “sacred space” for a handful of Muslim students who frankly do
not deserve to be in that institution, flawed as it is, we say, follow the ideology.
What that institution has done is hew to the example set by a now thoroughly twisted
Catholicism. Addicted to government largesse, in bed with the enemies of Judaism and
Christianity and more concerned with accumulating secular political power than saving
souls, what is happening at Brother Rice HS is a microcosm of the process which is
sinking Western Civilization.
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EXCLUSIVE: VICTORY FOR DUTCH PROSECUTORS AGAINST ISIS
RECRUITERS
By EMERSON VERMAAT
December 14, 2015 – Utrecht, Netherlands – PipeLineNews.org - On December 10,
2015, a Dutch court from the city of the Hague convicted nine members of a terrorist
organization for recruiting and instigating young Muslims to join the jihad in Syria. This
group primarily (but not exclusively) operated in The Hague and in the “Schilderswijk,” a
problematic multicultural neighborhood dominated by Moroccan and Turkish
immigrants. The Netherlands based organization was an important propaganda outlet for
the “Islamic State in Iraq and Syria” (ISIS or IS). Some members of the group even
traveled to Syria to join ISIS. Two members of the group returned to Holland. This court
case was referred to as ‘Context.”
“An organization was operating in the “Schilderswijk” in The Hague. It was partially
involved in legal activities but also incited and recruited young people for participation in
the jihad in Syria,” the court ruled. It facilitated trips made by the jihadists, collected
money, provided information on travel routes and was an active participant on social
media platforms, disseminating messages, re-tweets, Facebook messages, hate speech
material and videos on violent jihad and martyrdom. “Under the cloak of freedom of
speech poisonous messages and inciting videos were distributed,” the court said.
The court rightly referred to this terrorist organization as a “recruitment organization”
(“ronselorganisatie”). Defense lawyers were quite dismayed.
Azzedine Choukoud, a Moroccan-Dutch citizen born in 1982, was the leader and chief
theoretician of the group; he is also known under the alias, Abou Moussa. He lived in the
“Schilderswijk” where he started the recruitment process. Many Moroccan parents were
alarmed and began to inform the police about Abou Moussa and his ever growing circle
of friends.
On Facebook, Choukoud advised potential recruits not the reveal their real intentions.
“Traveling to Syria is not against the law,” he wrote. “It could be punishable by law if
you join Jobha Nosra (Jabhat Al-Nusra, the al-Qaeda branch in Syria, V.) and #ISIS.”
These “Mujahedeen” are listed as terrorists. Choukoud then advised (jihadist) travelers
“not to write on the Internet about their destination or the group they want to join,”
advising that “this can be used as evidence against you.” “If you are caught, do not talk
until they have presented the indictment to you and you consulted your lawyer FIRST.”
“Be smarter than these animals! And… have a good trip when you travel to Syria.”
In court Choukoud tried to present himself as a moderate or “mainstream” Muslim, but
the three judges did not believe him. They were upset by his activities and his leading
role in the terrorist organization and sentenced him to six years in prison. They also took
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note of his remarkable advice to jihadists who traveled to Syria that they had to deceive
the authorities.
The number of jihadists that left the Dutch city of The Hague to join the jihad in Syria
and Iraq is unsettlingly high - by March 2015, they numbered 46, six women among
them. Twelve jihadists from The Hague died and ten others returned to Holland. These
numbers would even have been higher if the pro-ISIS organization operating in the
“Schilderswijk” and other places had not been rounded up by the police in the summer of
2014. Lessons were learned from what happened in Belgium where Sharia4Belgium,
another terror group, also recruited numerous jihadists who joined Al-Nusra or ISIS.
Rudolph Holierhoek (born in 1989), the son of a Dutch judge, was one of the core
members of the terrorist organization. He was the webmaster of the jihadist website “De
Ware Moslim” (The True Muslim), one of the propaganda channels of ISIS and other
jihadi groups in the Netherlands. Holierhoek distributed the jihadist film “Oh Oh Aleppo”
via internet. This film from June 24, 2014, was made by Soufiane Zerguit, a MoroccanDutch citizen from the “Schilderswijk.” He was born in 1988 and joined ISIS in Syria.
“We never felt so good,” Soufiane says in the video. On Twitter he referred to himself as
“Abu Muhammed Zarqawi.”
In court Holierhoek also tried to present himself as a moderate Muslim, although he also
referred to himself as a “jihadi-salafist.” He even lamely claimed that he was not very
familiar with the concept of jihad. Presiding judge René Elkerbout was stunned and did
not believe it (October 8, 2015). Holierhoek was very active in promoting jihadist
propaganda on social media (“De Ware Religie”, internet “Radio Ghuraaba,” etc.). This
is why the Dutch court sentenced him to three years in prison (in addition to a provisional
sentence of one year).
Soufiane traveled to Syria at the end of December 2013 where he joined the jihad calling
himself “fighting journalist” on social media. His younger brother Anis Zerguit (born in
1991) traveled to Syria on March 24, 2013, where he joined Jabhat Al-Nusra, the Syrian
branch of al-Qaeda – though he later joined ISIS. But Soufiane died in the battle for the
Syrian Kurdish town of Kobani on January 22, 2015, apparently the result an American
air strike. Due to very courageous Kurdish resistance fighters in Northern Syria and
massive American air support, ISIS failed to conquer this town.
On October 6, 2014, three months before he was killed, the arrogant and fanatical
Soufiane Zerguit posted a photo on Twitter showing ISIS jihadists from the so-called
“Band of Brothers,” and their Kalashnikovs, among them Dutch jihadists Hatim
Mohamed Rodgers (born in 1989), Muslim convert Thijs Belmonte (born in 1989 and
recognizable because of his red hair), Anis and Soufiane Zerguit. Anis, Hatim Rodgers
and Thijs Belmonte (Abu Ibrahiem) are still in Syria. On Twitter. Belmonte posted a
video showing a man being beheaded by ISIS in the Syrian town of Al-Baab (or Al-Bab).
Belmonte seems to be proud of what he witnessed, a serious war crime, of course.
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The Court sentenced Anis Zerguit and Hatim Rodgers on December 10, 2015, in absentia
to six years in prison. Two months earlier - October 8, 2015 - the court ruled that
Soufiane was probably dead and that it did not make sense to convict a jihadist who was
no longer alive.
Unfortunately, Belmonte was not on trial in Holland, hopefully he will be prosecuted
soon, as his name is on the terrorist watch list.
Soufiane was a close friend of Azzedine Choukoud, the main suspect in the recent jihad
trial. It was in March 2013 that Choukoud (Abou Moussa) and Soufiane were arrested
near the Greek-Turkish border. They were on their way to Turkey from where they
planned to travel to Syria. The Greek police found four cell phones and 6,000 Euros in
Choukoud’s rucksack. From Syria Anis Zerguit tried to assist those jihadists from the
Hague who also wanted to join terrorist organizations in Syria. Soufiane and Azzedine
had to return to Holland, but Soufiane’s second attempt to travel to Syria (in December
2013, that is) was more successful. The same Soufiane had been arrested in Pakistan back
in 2011 after he tried to travel to Afghanistan where he probably planned to join the
Taliban or al-Qaeda or another militant group. He spent several months in Pakistani jail
before he was sent back to Holland.
ANTI-SEMITISM
Oussama Chanou (Abou Yazeed) is a Moroccan-Dutch born in 1996. He was still
seventeen years old (!) when he began his jihadist career as a hate preacher. He was
arrested on June 24, 2014, on suspicion of having recruited young Muslims for the jihad
in Syria as well as incitement to terrorism. Chanou was sentenced to six years in prison.
He was a core member of the pro-ISIS terrorist organization in Holland.
On July 4 and 24, 2014, Abou Yazeed’s friends organized two spectacular
demonstrations in the “Schilderswijk” where they demanded his release. Two black ISIS
flags were also displayed – together with other black jihadist flags. (Black is the color of
death, by the way.) Azzedine Choukoud addressed the demonstrators on both occasions.
On July 4, 2014, Choukoud and the demonstrators shouted the anti-Semitic slogan
“Khaybar, Khaybar, ya Yahud, Jaish Muhammad, sa Yahud!” (“Remember Khaybar,
Khaybar, Oh Jews, the army of Muhammad will return.”) During the battle of Khaybar in
629 Mohammed defeated Jews living in an oasis. Eventually, all Jews living in the Arab
Peninsula were either killed or had to leave.
On July 24, 2014, the same anti-Semitic slogan was shouted by Choukoud and others. In
addition to this Choukoud said: “We Muslims must fight until the Europeans will feel
that they have given our own holy land to those dirty Jews.” Again, two black ISIS flags
were displayed.
In court, however, Choukoud quickly distanced himself from anti-Semitism – no doubt,
he followed the advice of his defense lawyer André Seebregts.
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Choukoud was not the only member of the group accused of anti-Semitism. The
prosecutors pointed out that there were anti-Semitic tweets from Rudolph Holierhoek. On
May 8, 2014, Holierhoek tweeted a story about a Spanish village. When you translate the
name of this village from Spanish it says: “Kill Jews.”(“Dood Joden.”) Holierhoek
commented: “Nothing wrong with that, if you ask me.” (“Niets mis mee als je het mij
vraagt.”)
On July 9, 2014, he tweets: “May Allah utterly and totally destroy that terrorist zionist
people.” (“Moge Allah dat terroristische zionistenvolk met wortel en al van de kaart
vegen.”) In court, however, Holierhoek, too, denied he was an anti-Semite. He added that
these tweets had been wrong.
Iman Bouraarassi, a Moroccan-Dutch citizen from the city of Arnhem and born in 1988,
was the only woman on trial. Wearing a black niqab she did not say anything during the
police interrogations and court sessions. She is the Islamic wife of Azzedine Choukoud
whose ideas she shares. The prosecutors told the court that she sympathizes with ISIS and
justifies the jihad in Syria. The couple probably tried to travel to Turkey and Syria in
August 2014, but once in Croatia they decided to go back. They were arrested in southern
Germany at the end of August and then returned to Holland.
A highly interesting notebook was found in her toiletry bag. “The people are fed up with
terror, together with ISIS revolting against Shiite Zionist terror.” (“Volk is terreur zat,
samen met ISIS in opstand tegen Sjiitisch Zionist terreur.”) And on December 28, 2013,
she re-tweeted a message from “@AbeMoussa”: #ISIS soldiers are on their way. Be
patient o Jerusalem, we are on our way!” (“ISIS soldaten onderweg. Wees geduldig o
Jeruzalem, wij zijn onderweg!”). Abe Moussa is Abou Moussa, Bouraarassi’s husband.
Jordi de Jong was born in the Dutch Technical University town of Delft (near The
Hague) in 1993. He was 18-years-old when he fell in love with an Antillean girl who was
a conservative Muslim. Jordi converted to Islam and traveled to Syria in March/April
2013. He went to a jihadist training camp but was disappointed by the rigorous daily
routine and military training. He didn’t want to fight and kill other people, that is at least
what he claimed in court. So he returned to the Netherlands after about four weeks. He
was interrogated by the Dutch General Intelligence and Security Service (AIVD) and
probably provided them with some information on his trip to Syria. In court the claimed
that AIVD officials had promised him that he would not be prosecuted if he talked to
them, but the court ruled that such promises, if indeed made, were not valid. Jordi was
sentenced to 155 days in prison (in addition to a provisional sentence of six months).
Hicham El Ouahchi (Abou Redouan), a Moroccan-Dutch citizen, was born in 1985. He
traveled to Saudi Arabia and Yemen in July 2012 and returned from Yemen on October
31, 2012. He then traveled to Syria in January 2013 and returned to the Netherlands in
October 2013. The prosecutors claimed that he was in touch with Azzedine Choukoud,
both before and after he traveled to Syria. From Syria he usually reached Choukoud by
phone. (This was based on a report from the AIVD, the Dutch General Security and
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Intelligence Service.) There were also frequent contacts between El Ouahchi, Anis and
his brother Soufiane Zerguit. (Soufiane was still in the Netherlands at the time, so he was
often contacted by phone.)
El Ouahchi also knew Saleh Eddine Akkouh, another jihadist from Holland. And he
assisted yet another jihadist from Holland, Soufiane El Hankari, when the latter arrived at
the Syrian-Turkish border in June 2013. El Ouahchi drove to the border and picked El
Hankari up. This was done at the request of Anis Zerguit, the prosecutors claimed. (El
Hankari himself is no longer alive.) The prosecutors did not believe that El Ouahchi was
merely involved in humanitarian assistance, as he had frequently claimed himself.
Neither did the court. The judges sentenced him to five years in prison, even one year
more than the prosecutors had demanded.
Moussa Lghoul (Abou Ilias) was born in 1974. This Moroccan-Dutch citizen traveled to
Morocco together with Azzedine Choukoud and Hatim Rodgers. There they met Sheikh
Omar El Haddouchi, a hate cleric suspected of having recruited Spanish jihadists. During
this trip photos were made. One of these photos shows Choukoud in front of a wall with a
painted Nazi swastika on it.
Lghoul was present at the pro-ISIS demonstrations in the “Schilderswijk” in 2014 where
anti-Semitic slogans were being shouted. And on January 4, 2015, he re-tweeted the antiSemitic text “Khaybar, Khaybar, ya Yahud, Jaish Muhammad, sa Yahud!” (He added the
word “amerika” in the next line.) The prosecutors claimed that Lghoul glorified jihad and
martyrdom. On January 1, 2015, he re-tweeted an ISIS propaganda photo showing armed
men (hashtags #IS, #ISIS, #Islamic State, #Mujahideen) and the following text: “If the
sky would be proud of the existence of the stars Then the land would be proud of the
existence of the Mujahideen.”
On January 6, 2015, Lghoul tweeted the following text: “I may look calm, but in my head
I’ve killed you 3 times.”
Lghoul issued serious (death) threats against police officers in The Hague, a female
police officer in the “Schilderswijk” among them. “Allah will fight against them and
curse them.” (“Allah zal hen bestrijden en vervloeken.”)
The judges specifically mentioned these threats in their verdict, yet they sentenced
Lghoul to just 43 days in prison (in addition to a provisional sentence of two months).
The prosecutors had demanded a more appropriate prison sentence of 30 months.
©2015 Emerson Vermaat. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including
photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior
written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in
critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.
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Emerson Vermaat, MA (law, Leiden University, the Netherlands), is the author of a
Dutch book on ISIS published in May 2015. He also covered the recent Dutch trial
against ISIS recruiters. Website: www.emersonvermaat.com For an American review of
the book see: Hatred Must Not Spill Over into Our Streets: The Terror Threat by Islamic
State, Middle East Forum Quarterly
Sources:
Rechtbank Den Haag, Zaak Context, Vonnis (Verdict), December 10, 2015,
author’s notes. The full text of the nearly 300-page verdict will be published later.
Emerson Vermaat, “De Haat Mag Niet Overslaan Naar Onze Straten – De
Terreurdreiging door Islamitische Staat (Soesterberg, the Netherlands, Aspekt
Publshers, 2015), p. 139. A staggering number of jihadists from The Hague.
Author’s notes of court proceedings, October 8, 2015 (Holierhoek claims he is not
very familiar with the concept of jihad; swastica painted on a wall in Morocco.)
Fighting journalists/Oh Oh Aleppo, “De Spookstad,” Shaam al Malaahim, Op
ribaat met de NL Mujahideen, You Tube,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=miqGbVdj2xQ
(“We hebben ons nog nooit zo goed gevoeld.”)
RTLNieuws (the Netherlands), March 30, 2015, Dit zijn de jihadisten van wie de
tegoeden zijn bevroren,
http://www.rtlnieuws.nl/nieuws/binnenland/dit-zijn-de-jihadisten-van-wie-detegoeden-zijn-bevroren
(“Anis Z. is op 24 maart 2013 uit Nederland vertrokken.”)
Vrij Nederland (Amsterdam), October 6, 2015, Vandaag in de jihadzaak: het
spookproces,
https://www.vn.nl/vandaag-jihadzaak-onderdeel-spookproces/
(Photo of the so-called “Band of Brothers.”)
Thijs Belmonte/Abu Ibrahiem bij onthoofding in Syrië, You Tube, December 18,
2014, Twitter van (from) Abu ibrahiem/Thijs Belmonte,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5orayYFPO4
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RTLNieuws, January 22, 2015, Jihadist Soufiane Z. is gedood, wat weten we van
hem?,
http://www.rtlnieuws.nl/nieuws/binnenland/jihadist-soufiane-z-gedood-wat-wetenwe-van-hem
Rechtbank Den Haag, October 8, 2015, Betreft een verdachte die zou hebben
deelgenomen aan de gewapende strijd in Syrië en aldaar zou zijn komen te
overlijden,
http://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:RBDHA:2015:11946
Rechtbank Den Haag, November 24, 2015, Behandeling zaak Soufiane Z. voor
onbepaalde tijd aangehouden,
http://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:RBDHA:2015:13405
Algemeen Dagblad (Rotterdam), October 1, 2014, Jordi van X Factor naar
jihadistenkamp,
http://www.ad.nl/ad/nl/1040/Den-Haag/article/detail/3759790/2014/10/01/Jordivan-X-Factor-naar-jihadistenkamp.dhtml
Politie (Police in The Hague, press release), June 24, 2014, Ronselaar Syrië vast,
https://www.politie.nl/nieuws/2014/juni/24/06-den-haag-man-vast-op-verdenkingvan-ronselen-en-opruien-tot-het-deelnemen-aan-de-strijd-insyrie.html?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter
Omroep West (Regional TV), July 4, 2014, Radicale moslims demonstreren in
Haagse Schilderswijk,
http://www.omroepwest.nl/nieuws/2601990/Radicale-moslims-demonstreren-inHaagse-Schilderswijk
Openbaar Ministerie, Requisitoir Zaak Context, October 19 and 20, 2015, p. 71
(“Het Openbaar Ministerie was zeer verbaasd om Holierhoek te horen zeggen dat
hij zich niet zou hebben verdiept in het thema van de jihad…”); p. 74 (visiting
Sheikh Omar El Haddouchi in Morocco); p. 75 (Iman Bouraarassi); p. 154 (antiSemitic tweets from Rudolph Holierhoek); p. 165 (“ISIS soldaten onderweg…”);
pp. 182-186 (Moussa Lghoul); pp. 192, 193 (Anti-Semitic slogans during
“Schilderswijk” demonstrations); Choukoud: “Wij moslims moeten vechten zodat
de Europeanen voelen dat ze ons heilige land aan die vuile Joden hebben gegeven”;
pp. 231, 232 (Ambtsbericht AIVD); pp. 233, 234 (Soufiane El Hankari): “Hij
(=Anis Zerguit, V.) heeft Abou Redouan gebeld en geregeld dat die hem gaat
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ophalen”; p. 317: “In Syrië heeft hij veelvuldig contact met leden van de groep,
zoals Anis Zerguit, Akkouh en El Kharbachi.”
Mobile Twitter message from LghoulM, “I may look calm, but in my head I’ve
killed you 3 times,” January 6, 2015,
https://mobile.twitter.com/LghoulM/media/grid?idx=3
Another tweet was dated January 4, 2015 (the Islamic curse: katalahumuAllah),
https://mobile.twitter.com/LghoulM/media/grid?idx=16
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RETROSPECTIVE: RACIST, BIGOT, ISLAMOPHOBIC HATER, PRESIDENT
JIMMY CARTER BANS MUSLIM IMMIGRATION
December 11, 2015 - San Francisco, CA –
PipeLineNews.org – In response to the 1979 seizure of the
American Embassy in Tehran, Iran and the resultant hostage
taking of U.S. Embassy personnel by members of the
country’s Revolutionary Guard, then president Jimmy Carter
took stern action, strikingly similar to measures suggested by
GOP presidential front-runner Donald Trump.
The retaliation which the president simply ordered consisted
of, a complete break in diplomatic relations, expulsion of the
country’s diplomats, to be accomplished within 24 hrs,
prohibition of exports to Iran – including food and medicine – a freezing of 8B in Iranian
bank deposits and an immediate ban any further immigration from the country.
We note with great amusement the manner in which Trump’s suggestion of a complete
ban on Muslim immigration until “things get sorted out,” has been greeted by the legacy
media.
On this issue Fox has made a complete ass of itself with allegedly conservative
commentator’s heads exploding on camera as they tut-tut what seem to be – in the wake
of two domestic jihadist attacks in the US over the last month – the personification of a
prudent and moderate policy.
While the pathetically obsessed Megyn "Butch" Kelly remains Fox's numero-uno
Trumpophobe, Charles Krauthammer and George Will are clawing at other for second
spot on Murdoch's slippery totem pole of rage.
The whole-scale caving of America’s pretend right should come as no surprise. It's been
on display for years now, assuming you want to believe what your eyes and ears have
been telling you. GOP party leaders, such as they are, have shown a truculent disdain for
the people who put them in office and the recent selection of the newly hirsute Paul Ryan
only adds punctuation to the sellout by the fossilized Republican old guard.
The self appointed, DC centric noobs and wannabes [most of whom really aren't that
bright] exemplify an ideology which is functionally equivalent to that of the left and the
mere thought of not getting invited to swanky Georgetown soirées is apparently too much
for these pretenders to bear; hence, the level of bile displayed by them is directly
proportional to the quirky candidate's continued dramatic rise to the top.
Meanwhile the phenomenon shows no sign of abating…so, great work guys, keep it
coming, your quiche eating days are numbered.
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UC MERCED “TEACH IN” MOURNS PERP, FAISAL MOHAMMAD
December 10, 2015 - San Francisco, CA – PipeLineNews.org – Two weeks after 18 year
old student, Faisal Mohammad engaged in a jihadist stabbing and slashing attack at the
California campus of UC Merced, school administrators and faculty sponsored a bizarre
teach-in, the central theme of which was a revisionist, cultural-Marxist assault on the
truth, themed, “Don’t Turn our Tragedy to Hate.” [see, Jennifer Kabbany, UC Merced
mourns stabbing spree attacker Faisal Mohammad, seeks to understand him, The College
Fix]
What campus officials were trying to hide were the monstrous acts of a Muslim student,
attempting to explain them away cloaked in the language of "critical race and ethnic
studies" post-modernist lunacy.

Mohammad had, according to fragmentary leaks from of a still unreleased 2 page
“manifesto”, envisioned an amplified terror action designed to kill as many students as
possible – handcuffing them with PlastiCuffs, praying and then slitting their throats with
an 8-10” hunting knife - while hoping to lure local law enforcement into a trap during
which the assailant planned on stealing the officers weapons to continue the attack at a
higher level of lethality.
Mohammed was shot dead at the scene and the 4 who were injured are expected to fully
recover…physically.
Demonstrative of the cognitive dissonance which reigns on American college campuses
these days, the teach-in poster included the talking points, “Why are campus police
armed?” and “What does this have to do with religion or race?”
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One would think that an ISIS inspired fanatical Muslim hacking and slashing at
unsuspecting students would answer both of these queries but apparently that level of
rationality no longer exists within America’s institutions of higher learning.
End note, additional reading:
PipeLineNews.org - UC Merced Jihad Investigation Now on Fed Lockdown
William Mayer, UC Merced Knife Attack: Islamic Jihad Comes To The Golden
State , PipeLineNews.org
Matthew Gonzalez, Were Law Enforcement Leaders and UC Chancellor Aware of
Threat by Terrorists/Extremists to Attack EC Merced? , Merced TV News
Ramona Giwargis, Katie Nelson, Mark Gomez and Robert Salonga, UC Merced:
Manifesto Detailed Faisal Mohammad’s Revenge Plot , San Jose Mercury News
Kellan Howell, Faisal Mohammad, UC Merced stabber wrote ‘praise Allah,’ plans
for beheading in manifesto , Washington Times
Kate Feldman, UC Merced stabber Faisal Mohammad’s manifesto included
sickening plot to behead students: cops , NY Daily News
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UC MERCED JIHAD INVESTIGATION NOW ON FED LOCKDOWN
December 9, 2015 - San Francisco, CA –
PipeLineNews.org – On the morning of November 4,
2015, 18 year old Faisal Mohammad - wielding a
hunting knife - attacked several classmates as well as
an on-site private contractor on the California
campus of UC Merced. None of the students were
seriously injured, but Mohammad was shot and
killed by local LE at the scene.
As we reported at the time:
“Though it took a full 24 hours for the details to finally slither out, we now know
that on Wednesday morning, 18 year old U.C. Merced freshman Faisal Mohammad
stabbed 4 people in an unprovoked attack. The injured – two students, a contractor
working on campus and an employee of the university – are expected to fully
recover. Mohammad who used an “8 – 10 inch” hunting style knife in the attack,
was shot and killed by local law enforcement, thus proving that the only way to
stop a bad guy with a knife is a good guy with a gun.” [source, William Mayer, UC
Merced Knife Attack: Islamic Jihad Comes To The Golden State ,
PipeLineNews.org]
Following the now well established template that is instantly applied to all matters
regarding domestic jihad, the event was characterized as having nothing to do with
terrorism. As was the case in the subsequent San Bernardino 11/13 jihad, Merced
authorities first put forth the fraudulent narrative that there were no extenuating
circumstances, in this case, that the actions were simply those a confused and disgruntled
young man who had been expelled from a student study group.
In order to establish some credibility for the cover story a bit of evidence was selectively
leaked, the existence of a “manifesto” which had been found on Mohammad’s person
supposedly absolving the sacred cow of Islam from any connection to the tragic event.
Things started falling apart quickly - the official cover story didn’t last any longer than it
took the ink to dry on the MSM cover-up - as an old-school local journalist started
peeling back the onion:
“According to recently obtained information, about 6 months ago the FBI held a
terrorist/extremist briefing with Merced County law enforcement leaders. At this
meeting several suspected terrorist with ISIS links were said to be here in Merced
County. Names and photos were presented including one of Faisal Mohammad….
be a picture of an ISIS flag which was pulled out of the suspect’s pocket [source,
Matthew Gonzalez, Were Law Enforcement Leaders and UC Chancellor Aware of
Threat by Terrorists/Extremists to Attack EC Merced? , Merced TV News]
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This new source immediately contacted local authorities, making inquiries about the
attack, especially the contents of the “exculpatory” manifesto. It quickly became clear
that the atmosphere in the community had been transformed due to heavy federal
pressure. Since the locals were no longer talking, numerous electronic and telephone
messages went unanswered.
In pursuit of the story PipeLineNews.org LLC filed a formal CA Public Documents Act
request asking to be provided with an un-redacted copy of Mr. Mohammad’s manifesto.
This morning we received the following reply:
“Upon review, we have concluded that the information you have requested is
integral to an ongoing investigation. The disclosure of it at this time would
endanger the successful completion of that investigation. Therefore we are denying
your request at this time…”
Questions naturally arise:
To what investigation is LE referring, since in the official version of the story, Faisal
Mohammad’s motive of revenge was manifestly clear and that, in the words of Merced
County Sheriff Vern Warnke and other officials, Mohammad couldn’t possibly have been
motivated by the doctrine of Islamic jihad?
“Warnke said a team of 20 FBI agents conducted the investigation into Mohammad
and his family…"There was absolutely nothing they could find to indicate anything
other than his being a college student at UC Merced," Warnke said…[he] stressed
that focusing on Mohammad's religious beliefs would be unfounded. "There are
lots of people of the Muslim faith that are kind, gentle, loving people," Warnke
said. "One person (who commits a crime) can't be grouped into that whole."
[source, Ramona Giwargis, Katie Nelson, Mark Gomez and Robert Salonga, UC
Merced: Manifesto Detailed Faisal Mohammad’s Revenge Plot , San Jose Mercury
News]
20 feds, the entire resources of local law enforcement and goodness knows what other
agencies having been brought to bear on the issue of motivation…what is there left to
investigate and why, since all the questions have been allegedly resolved, is an entirely
reasonable public records request being denied out of hand?
There remains great cause for concern.
If local Merced officials were indeed briefed by the FBI/DOJ on the potential threat of an
ISIS motivated threat only 6 months previous to the twin attacks at UC as well as the San
Bernardino why weren’t proactive measures taken to foil the plots?
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With a thousand active ISIS investigations currently ongoing across the United States and
noting the suffocating degree of [and we believe illegal] surveillance being carried out by
NSA/DIA etc., how is it that these incidents continue to happen and when they do, the
administration drops down like a vulture on the public’s right to be informed about the
obviously growing threat?
We will have much more to say about this issue as our investigation develops and reports
will be filed here as additional information becomes available.
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THE AMERICAN POLICE STATE AND THE PREPOSTEROUS CONSTRUCT
CALLED “RADICAL” ISLAM
By: WILLIAM MAYER
December 7, 2015 - San Francisco, CA –
PipeLineNews.org – Though it's difficult to pose the
thesis question without the inclusion of "triggering"
associations, we will nonetheless try...
Considering that the wide-scale display of mass
casualty violence [UC Merced, Paris and San
Bernardino] over the last month has reignited a debate
which has been ongoing now for nearly 15 years - what
motivates the perps to do what they do?
Absent from all of the officially designated explanations - and this extends from the
administration, through its handmaidens in the press and on to the edutocracy - is even
the vaguest suggestion that the terrorism in which we are now steeped has anything
intrinsically to do with doctrinal Islam.
The matter is a sub-component of a larger issue – the epic though behind the scenes
struggle - to control of the lexicon of the West with an eye towards advancing a counter
cultural, subversive agenda making it intellectually impossible to link jihad with Islam.
About this, much has recently been written and few have presented the truth more clearly
than former federal prosecutor Andrew McCarthy, first noting the literal truth, then
amplifying on the twisted rhetoric of Islamist apologetics:
"The terrorist attack was ignited by Islamic supremacist ideology, a mainstream
interpretation of Islam drawn directly and literally from Muslim scripture. So the
attack was a terrorist attack when it was happening, it was a terrorist attack
yesterday when the government would not acknowledge that fact, and it is a
terrorist attack now...
..The government denies that terrorism is caused by Islamic doctrine. This is a
triumph of willful blindness and political correctness best illustrated by former
British home secretary Jacqui Smith, who might as well have been speaking for our
government when she branded terrorism as “anti-Islamic activity.” That is: the
savagery is not merely unrelated to Islam but becomes, by dint of its being
violence, contrary to Islam. This must be so because the British government, like
our government, insists Islam is a “religion of peace...
...Islam is peace...so we can’t call mass-murder committed by Muslims 'terrorism.'
But ISIS/al-Qaeda are anti-Islam because they commit violence. Therefore, now
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that Farook and Malik are ISIS/al-Qaeda, they are anti-Islam, so we can safely call
their attack 'terrorism.'" [multiply sourced, Andrew C. McCarthy, An Islam of
Their Very Own II – Now See How This Works? , An Islam of Their Very Own
Continued , National Review]
Daniel Pipes framed the matter more sardonically immediately post 9/11, referring
to the then president as, "Imam George W. Bush," because of his ham-fisted effort
to define Islam in a more positive light.
“The Sept. 11 atrocities prompted Imam George W. Bush to declare that these
‘violate the fundamental tenets of the Islamic faith.’ His wife Laura issued a fatwa
deeming the repression of women in Afghanistan ‘not a matter of legitimate
religious practice.’" [source, Daniel Pipes, PhD, What's True Islam? Not for U.S.
[Government] to Saye]
On April 20, 2014 this author wrote:
“Since at least 9/11, the Islamists have successfully cowed the West into a mindset
of self-censorship, using allegations of Islamophobia to shield themselves from
criticism.
'Terrorists can't be Muslims, you're just a bigot.'"
Though use of the technique by these extremists is relatively new - propelled
incongruously by acts of terrorism committed by their co-religionist brothers and
sisters - the tactic itself is an old one, perfected by the collectivist left to establish
and then enforce its own version of a secular demi-religious ideology.” [source,
America's Leftist Apostasy Enforcement Mechanism Identical To That Of The
Islamists]
About the matter, a very senior and well noted scholar of Islam [who prefers to remain
anonymous] had this to say:
"Jihad is absolutely essential to Islam...it's one of the basics...there's [even] an
argument in some of the classical texts that it should be considered the 6th "pillar" 1.
of Islam...Islam is spread by jihad."
The bar has been raised so high that it’s almost reached the absurd level that unless a
domestic jihad operation can conclusively be proven to have been personally planned by
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the press will be reticent to label it as terrorism, let alone of the
Islamic or Muslim variety.
It's entirely beyond comprehension that until linkage was established between Farook,
Malik and ISIS the FBI was quite happy to view the matter as inexplicable work place
violence, just an armor clad couple going off with M4 style rifles, handguns and a dozen
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or so pipe bombs [see, FBI Investigation San Bernardino Attack as Act of Terrorism ] to
attend a Christmas party.
Judged by outward appearance the HAMAS associated CAIR seems to have been closely
intertwined with how the information has been rolled out on this matter. Entirely selfmotivated, or otherwise, it was very quick to jump into the media management role which
should be troubling to all concerned citizens.
Seldom reticent, Hussam Ayloush, Executive Director of CAIR LA, was quick to assign
blame to the United States as an instigator of terrorism:
"...let’s not forget that some of our own foreign policy as Americans…as the West
has fueled that extremism..when we support cruel leaders in Egypt or other
places...when we support dictatorships...that push[es] people over the edge, then
they become extremists and they become terrorists then we are partly
responsible...is a global problem not a Muslim problem…”
Ayloush is of course full of horse shit, but then he does represent CAIR after all.
According to investigative journalist Joe Kaufman, Ayloush has long admired the terror
friendly Muslim Brotherhood leader, Yusuf al-Qaradawi:
“In December 2001, in one of the earliest recorded documents as a leader of CAIR,
and under Ayloush's watch, CAIR-California placed a photo on the homepage of its
website of a smiling Ayloush shoulder-to-shoulder with Yusuf al-Qaradawi, the
spiritual leader of the Muslim Brotherhood -- two years after Qaradawi had been
banned from entering the United States for having incited violence against Jews,
endorsing suicide bombings, and calling for homosexuals to be put to death.
Qaradawi has also voiced his support for various terrorist organizations, has called
for the destruction of the state of Israel, and has sanctioned attacks against U.S.
troops abroad. [see, Joe Kaufman, CAIRing For Jihad, Militant Islam Monitor]
In simpler times it used to be said that the business of America was business; in this
administration, however, the business of Barack Hussein Obama is maintaining a grasp
on the direction of cultural inertia, which is grandly served by terror.
We are precisely asserting that this administration encourages then uses domestic jihadist
attacks as a tool. While it extends the reach of the caliphate and hence the Shari’a - which
doesn't seem to be particularly inimical to this WH - its larger function is to encourage
domestic sectarian tensions and fear.
At the top of this criminal administration's agenda, it helps justify the taking of extreme
measures such as confiscation of firearms.
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Team Obama and its apparatchiks are actively working with Islamist groups and making
no effort to hide the fact that it's now fully engaged in enforcing concocted mind-crime
violations.
Consider AG Lynch's dinner remarks on December 3 delivered before the problematic
Islamist group, Muslim Advocates where she made it totally clear that the First
Amendment means nothing to this bunch.
"...when we see someone lifting that mantle of anti-Muslim rhetoric...when we see
that we will take action...since 9/11 we have had over 1,000 investigations into acts
of anti-Muslim hatred...including rhetoric and bigoted actions..."
The "investigation" of the shooting has, so far been a deadly joke. Below a few
comments:
1. How on earth do you run a murder one investigation [let alone one involving a mass
casualty terrorist event, probably involving a network of jihadists and not just the
shooters] without first permanently securing the primary residence of the perps? This
is simply unbelievable and we are tired of the constant effort by people on our side to
try to find nice ways of characterizing the total lack of professionalism among many in
the law enforcement community. We can't read minds and hence don't know what
motivates these people, but public servants in such sensitive positions - and this goes
up to FBI chief Comey [another bad joke and close friend of Bush nemesis, former
U.S. Attorney, Patrick J. Fitzgerald] - who are unwilling, unable or afraid to do things
by the book need to be discharged on the spot, that's right fired.
People like this do more harm than good.
2. The error made in relation to example #1 was responsible for allowing reporters, or
persons claiming to be such, direct access to the shooters' den where they pawed
through evidence forever corrupting it. Who is willing to go on the record and assure
an increasingly shaky public that jihadist minded operatives weren't part of this
contingent intent upon grabbing items or planting evidence which might have shed
light on how this affair played out and was planed?
3. Why isn't Rafia Farook, the mother of San Bernardino terrorist Syed Rizwan Farook
in custody right now? According to an article in the Daily Caller:
"Farook’s affiliation with ICNA was revealed on Friday when MSNBC and other
new outlets scoured the Farooks’ apartment in Redlands, Cal. An MSNBC reporter
found a certificate of appreciation presented to Safia Farook last summer by
ICNA’s sisters’ wing." [source, Chuck Ross, Shooters Mother Involved in US
Branch of Pro Caliphate Islamic Group]
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4. Why haven't all relatives and close friends of the shooters, any of whom might have
any knowledge of the event been rolled up in a dragnet?
5. If the evidence involving ICNA was overlooked, and at this point we are assuming
this was done intentionally, what else is LE attempting to hide while this ugly
whitewash continues as it carefully covers the tracks of the jihadost attack in order to
hew to the operative political line, which comes from but one place, 1600
Pennsylvania Ave.
6. Question: What level of access have local and fed LE given to the HAMAS linked
Council on American Islamic Relations? Who is actually running PR?
7. Here we totally break from many of our well meaning friends in the community in
which we work. Why didn't the NSA data grab reveal that this plot was brewing?
Spare us with the admonition that part of the legal authority to intercept electronic data
expired a few weeks ago. This enterprise was in the offing for an extended period of
time well before the "expiration." Though mostly made with good intent, the plaintiff
calls for increased surveillance of normal American citizens are without merit. Given
the massive evidence provided by Edward Snowden how anyone can believe for a
second, that NSA/DIA/CIA etc., have ever ceased their massive and illegal data
collection is mind numbing. The metadata grab isn’t something coincident with 9/11 it
stems from Project Echelon which got it start way back during the Clinton
administration. Since then the snooping has only gotten more sophisticated and
invasive.
Why should the American public sacrifice what's left of its privacy and freedom to
organizations which have already assumed Orwellian proportions WITHOUT providing
commensurate increased levels of security?
Cliff's notes takeaway:
The term "radicalization" is purposely designed to be squishily imprecise and misleading.
This is done in order to better serve the enemy.
Claiming that Muslims become radicalized invokes the mental image of how does one
become foolish at a clown convention.
The ideology under the microscope is normative Islam; it hasn't been hijacked. The
belief’s sacralized textual materials provide chapter and verse justification required for
Armageddon
Islamic reform?
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Systemic cognitive disorder…It's like a chemistry set, make whatever you want, the
components are all there. To extend the analogy, the instruction manual states that
making dangerous stuff is not only good but meritorious.
The argument regarding Islamic reform is disingenuous, it posits for a cafeteria style
ideology where one pretends that the Leviathan in the room doesn’t exist. Fact: there are
no major Islamic institutions, nor are their schools of Islamic jurisprudence which argue
for reformational Islam. Moreover, “reformers” have no standing within their
communities, at best they’re viewed as misfits preaching garbage.
Consider the curricula of Al-Azhar University in Cairo, Egypt:
“Sheikh Muhammad Abdullah Nasr, a scholar of Islamic law and graduate of
Egypt’s Al Azhar University - regularly touted as the world’s most prestigious
Islamic university - recently exposed his alma mater in a televised interview. After
being asked why Al Azhar, which is in the habit of denouncing secular thinkers as
un-Islamic, refuses to denounce the Islamic State as un-Islamic , Sheikh Nasr said:
It can’t [condemn the Islamic State as un-Islamic]. The Islamic State is a byproduct
of Al Azhar’s programs. So can Al Azhar denounce itself as un-Islamic? Al Azhar
says there must be a caliphate and that it is an obligation for the Muslim world [to
establish it]. Al Azhar teaches the law of apostasy and killing the apostate. Al
Azhar is hostile towards religious minorities, and teaches things like not building
churches, etc. Al Azhar upholds the institution of jizya [extracting tribute from
religious minorities]. Al Azhar teaches stoning people. So can Al Azhar denounce
itself as un-Islamic? [source, Raymond Ibrahim, Al Azhar and ISIS: Cause and
Effect, Islam Translated]
While we realize that Imam Obama knows best, it’s probably helpful to keep all of this in
mind.
End notes:
1. The 5 pillars of Islam are the Shahada - the profession of faith - "there is no God
but God and Mohammed is God's messenger," Salat - prayer - Zakat - almsgiving,
generally based upon the tithe, Sawm - fasting and Hajj - the pilgrimage to Mecca that
Muslims are expected to make at least once in their life.
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THE MISNOMER OF ISLAMIC “RADICALIZATION”
By WILLIAM MAYER
December 3, 2015 - San Francisco, CA –
PipeLineNews.org – As the immediate shock abates
and the horrific reality of the 12/2 San Bernardino
jihad [14 KIA 17 wounded] and the 11/13 Paris
attacks [130 KIA, hundreds wounded] permeate into
the consciousness of the non-Muslim world, a single
theory of causation is being offered.
It goes something like this; the organized teams of
jihadists who struck with such force in San
Bernardino and Paris were previously blissfully peaceful, beret wearing Middle East type
chaps whistling la Marseillaise….until…a black cat or something crossed their path and
they fell under the thrall of a “radical cleric” who convinced them that their time was
better served by going on a murderous rampage, often screaming “Allah is greatest.”
Chortle if you wish but this isn’t really that far from the truth. It’s spread – like manure by the cultural elite because it supports the next set of precepts in an argument, notable
only for its banality, that “not all Muslims are terrorists” and that “we are not at war with
Islam.”
While it’s certainly irrefutable that all Muslims are not alike, still can it be happenstance
that so many Muslim males are named in honor of an illiterate 7th century child molesting
sadist? As to the other matter, in reality the West isn’t at war with anything, excepting its
own heritage and traditions.
Fact: There are only 2 million American Muslims, while 10% of the French population is
Muslim [6.5-7M out of a total population of roughly 65M] - by far the largest such
population in Europe.
Yet the net effect is inevitably the same, regardless of numbers...innocents die.
Muslims [and adherents of similar totalitarian/triumphalist ideologies] generally aren't
subject to what we in the West are calling “radicalization,” because that implies that
certain clerics or other significant influences brainwash impressionable, primarily male,
Muslims into behavior which is sociopathic and inconsistent with their holiest texts.
Even the madrassas don’t radicalize in the common understanding of the term. They
merely instill the teachings of the Qur’an and Hadith through rote memorization.
But what about the “indoctrination” going on in Gaza and the West Bank, where children
are taught how to use AK 47s, hate Jews and kill the kafir?
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Think of it as Islamic parochial education.
The intended impression that these apologias are crafted to produce is that left to their
own devices these people would never even think of joining the jihad, that the concept is
so alien that they actually have to be tricked into it.
The process so imprecisely referred to as Islamic radicalization is much more akin to the
way that any totalitarian system of beliefs is learned:
1. Adherents become familiar with the hegemonic doctrine of Islam by reading the
sacralized teachings of Mohammed.
2. Those teachings are really a political doctrine which is inherently triumphalist,
violent, intolerant and anti-Western
3. As Islam is normatively taught and practiced, these “students” are walking time
bombs, what the media refers to as radicalization is merely the mechanism of
setting the detonator.
4. The development feeds upon itself. In the West Muslims tend towards
congregating in ghettos, areas largely governed under the Shari’a. These places
quickly become no-go zones for law enforcement.
5. The degree of bellicosity displayed against Dar al-Harb is proportional, governed
by the “Islamic rule of numbers” as their presence grow, so do their demands.
6. The etiology of development and the doctrine itself are inseparable; hence the
behavior is not an outlier, an aberrant interpretation.
7. Islam is the Shari’a and the Shari’a is a legal corpus of conquest. Though housed
within trappings which invoke religion and ritual it must judged by the type of
actions with which we all are now painfully familiar, which are largely military in
nature.

Conclusion?
A quasi-religious belief system whose very name invokes uncompromising universal
submission to its precepts does not need to be radicalized in order to be an existential
threat.
Addendum:
But who is pushing the insipid “radicalization” line?
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The Islamist’s partner in subverting the West, the Marxist/progressive left, one half of the
unholy alliance which unfortunately controls the legacy media.
From the Berkeley Berserkers, MoveOn:
“Paris is, tragically, not alone in suffering. A double suicide bombing in Beirut,
Lebanon on Thursday killed at least 43 people…other countries around the globe
have experienced similar horrors this year…now, there's reason to fear that Paris
will become a kind of tipping point [pushing the] global community further into
mutual suspicion and perpetual retaliation.
Those responsible for these violent acts must be held accountable. But we can't
forget how 9/11 was used to justify the war in Iraq, and that ISIS's own origins
trace to a U.S-run Iraqi prison. It is precisely in moments like this one that we must
be on guard against a rush to war.
France has already initiated military action against targets in Syria, with U.S.
help. Anti-Muslim, anti-refugee rhetoric is flaring up in the U.S. and around the
world. And we're already seeing right-wing hawks and neoconservatives in the
United States - including those who pushed us to war after 9/11 - pushing for
reckless military action and taking an even more cruel line towards desperate
Syrian refugee families.”
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